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- WRDA is Title 1 of Water Infrastructure Improvement for the Nation Act of 2016
- Strong bipartisan support
  - House 360-61 Dec 8
  - Senate 78-21 Dec 10
  - President Obama signed on Dec 16
3% Backstop

• In addition to WRRDA HMT Target, 3% over prior years HMT appropriation, whichever is greater
• Addresses FY 2017 issue where the Administration’s HMT revenue estimate was significantly lowered, resulting in a HMT Target that was less than the FY 2016 appropriation.
Donor & Energy Transfer Ports

Section 1110

• Extends the authorization from 2018 to 2020 and possibly 2025
• Created ‘medium sized’ donor ports
• Clarify rebate language
• Looking to H&N Committee to establish parameters
• Maximize use of existing data